
    Appendix C 
Comparison for London Borough Contributions Policies - Key Criteria   
     
  Maximum Capital Disability Annual Inflation 

London Borough Ceiling Tariff Income Related Uplift 
      Expenditure   
          
LB Harrow (existing) £250 per week None   None 
          
          
LB Harrow (proposed) No ceiling < £14,250  - ignored £24.65 per week Yes 
      disregard applied to    
    £14,250 - £23,250 disability benefits   
    (£1 for every £250 or      
    part thereof)     
          
    >£23,250 full charge     
          
LB Barnett No Max < £14,250  - ignored Assessed on case by case Yes 
      basis.   
    £14,250 - £23,250     
    (£1 for every £250 or      
    part thereof)     
          
    >£23,250 full charge     
          
          
LB Ealing No Max < £14,250  - ignored 

Either 50% of SDP = 
£27.65 Yes 

      or full DRE disregarded    
    £14,250 - £23,250  whichever is the greater   
    (£1 for every £500 or      
    part thereof)     
          
    >£23,250 full charge     
          
 



 
  Maximum Capital Disability Annual Inflation 

London Borough Ceiling Tariff Income Related Uplift 
      Expenditure   
          
LB Enfield No Max < £14,250  - ignored £10 per week Yes  
      provided in receipt of either   
    £14,250 - £23,250 AA or DLA (care)   
    (£1 for every £250 or      
    part thereof)     
          
    >£23,250 full charge     
          
          
LB Hillingdon £260 per week < £14,250  - ignored Assessed on case by case Yes 
      where in receipt of AA   
    £14,250 - £23,250 or DLA (care)   
    (£1 for every £250 or      
    part thereof)     
          
    >£23,250 full charge     
          
          
LB Hounslow No Max < £14,250  - ignored Assessed on case by case Yes 
      where in receipt of AA   
    £14,250 - £23,250 or DLA (care)   
    (£1 for every £250 or      
    part thereof)     
          
    >£23,250 full charge     
          
          
LB Richmond No Max < £14,250  - ignored £20 per week Yes 
      disregard applied to    
    £14,250 - £35,000 disability benefits   
    (£1 for every £250 or      
    part thereof)     
          
    >£35,000 full charge     



 Maximum Capital Disability Annual Inflation 
London Borough Ceiling Tariff Income Related Uplift 

   Expenditure  
          
LB Waltham Forest £233.50 < £14,250  - ignored Assessed on case by case Yes 
  (on lower level)   where in receipt of AA   
    £14,250 - £23,250 or DLA (care)   
  max of 75% of residential (£1 for every £250 or      
  care cost in the borough part thereof)     
  (at upper level)       
    >£23,250 full charge     
          
          
LB Hammersmith & Fulham No Max < £14,000 - ignored 

Where in receipt of a 
disability Yes 

      
related benefit £23.90 
without   

    £14,000 - £22,999 completing form.   
    (£1 for every £250 or      
    part thereof) Between £23.90 - £47.80 is   
      

considered on completion 
of   

    >£23,000 full charge form.   
          
     
 


